


4. Start out simple.

          Contract management software has a

wide variety of useful features to offer.

However, overwhelming your users with too

much at once can leave them confused and

dissatisfied. Start by getting the essential 

Remember, if you have selected a reputable
CLM provider, they will be very experienced
in successfully implementing industry-
specific contract management solutions.

functionality working properly first. Then, once your users are more comfortable with the

system, work on adding the bells and whistles as a phase-2 project.  For example, if your

organization is currently using Excel and PDFs to track contracts, it may be appropriate to first

use the system as a centralized repository to easily track, search and report on contracts with

email alerts.  Then, once familiar with the core system functionality, your organization can realize

advanced benefits of the software by automating other important business processes including

approvals/reviews, workflow, contract authoring/writing, clause management, online

negotiation, electronic signatures and more.

5. Dedicate some time and don’t rush.

          Rome wasn’t built in a day, and neither is a new contract management system. Change can

be daunting for some, especially when you are doing a massive overhaul of your current

processes and procedures. Your users are going to need time to adjust, and you are going to

need time to test your system and get it up and running. If you are not bulk importing legacy data

into this system, it may be wise to dedicate a small team of individuals (possibly temps or

interns) that can focus on entering data and testing the system to ensure that it functions

properly prior to your go-live date.

          As with any major process implementation, there may be a few hiccups or bumps in the

road. However, if you plan appropriately, your team will be better prepared for the phased

approach. A successful contract management software implementation will allow your

organization to more easily manage compliance, mitigate risk, boost productivity, minimize

contract cycle time, control visibility, streamline negotiations, increase ROI, and much more.  

CobbleStone's Contract Management Software provides a centralized contract repository and

automates contract authoring, compliance, monitoring, and risk management. Contract Insight

has been selected by hundreds of clients and thousands of users to streamline the contract

lifecycle management process. To learn more about CobbleStone Systems’ Best-of-Breed

Contract Management Software, visit www.CobbleStoneSystems.com or call 866-330-0056.
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